18in Round Dual Drive Ultra ATA IDE Hard Drive Cable
Product ID: IDE100RND18

This 18in IDE Drive Cable is designed to fit as a new or replacement hard drive/CD-ROM cable in almost any size of
computer case. The cable features a rounded design that can help increase airflow capabilities within the computer
case, and provide easier access to internal computer components.
The rounded IDE cable provides two 40-pin female drive connectors, for connecting both a master and slave device
to the motherboard IDE bus through a single cable, saving the install space and cost of a second cable.
Providing a cost-effective solution for connecting Ultra ATA 66/100/133 drives, this high quality IDE cable is backed
by StarTech.com's Lifetime Warranty.

Certifications, Reports and Compatibility

Applications
• Rounded IDE cables are used anywhere that flat IDE ribbon cables are required.

Features
• Cables take up less area thereby reducing the clutter and allowing for better air flow
• Made of flexible rubber sheathing of various lengths which eliminates the need to relocate devices
• Cables are labelled to ensure proper connection between the system board, master and slave
• Ultra ATA 66/100/133 80 wire IDE cable

Performance
Warranty

Lifetime

Maximum Data Transfer
Rate

Up to 133Mbps burst transfer rate

Maximum Cable Length

36.0 in [91.4 cm]

Connector A

IDE (40 Pin, EIDE/PATA)

Connector B

IDE (40 Pin, EIDE/PATA)

Note

18inches- 12 and 6 inches between connectors

Color

Gray

Cable Length

18.0 in [45.7 cm]

Product Length

18.0 in [45.7 cm]

Package Length

4.9 in [12.4 cm]

Package Width

1.3 in [32.8 mm]

Package Height

8.6 in [21.8 cm]

Shipping (Package)
Weight

3.9 oz [110 g]

Included in Package

18in Round Dual Drive Ultra ATA IDE Hard Drive Cable

Connector(s)

Special Notes /
Requirements

Physical
Characteristics

Packaging
Information

What's in the Box

*Product appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice.

